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SERVICE STANDARDS
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Booklet Number One of a series will soon be mailed to Packard Distributers and Dealers
in order to establish a set of "SERVICE STANDARDS" for meeting the service requirements
of all Packard owners.
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These booklets will come under four
DEPARTMENTS-PROMOTION.

headings:

APPEARANCE-IDENTIFICATION

This is one 01 several ways the Packard over-all Service Development P1'Ogr-am v.<+11 Be
presented to Dealers.
Before starting on your cleaning and painting, read the Booklet No. 1 through. It has been
prepared to help you get this work done in an orderly manner so that a good job will be
accomplished in as little time as possible in order to conserve manpower and materials.
Then organize the materials and labor to do the job you have selected.
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Let's clean up and paint up and keep our service departments looking good at all times.

WAR-TIME SERVICE
For outstanding service in the armed forces, appropriate recognition is gIven and rightly
so. The boys certainly deserve it. Here at home we expect to do our part, too, but for some
of the jobs being done on the home front a special word of commendation is in order.
When war started many service men and mechanics felt they could best serve in war plants.
They may have forgotten that fewer doctors with more calls to make had to depend on auto
mobiles properly serviced; war plants were built on the edge of cities and created a trans
portation problem; the war worker had to get to his job. A large group saw this picture
and knew that as cars got older and harder to replace, they needed some real service attention
to keep them rolling.
We want to take the time to express a word of appreciation to the service men and women,
mechanics and the all-important lubrication men who have stayed on the job and helped
Packard Service do a real job of keeping its share of the nation's war-time transportation
in good shape. You will remember that over 73 % of the war workers use cars and this is
a relief to the overcrowded bus and street car. War plants without transportation just don't
work, so keeping automobiles running is important work. We give credit to the boys in
the shop who have made Packard's record of war-time service something to be proud of.

SERVICE MANAGER'S PERSONAL COpy

ELECTRIC OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
METHYL CHLORIDE IN AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
It is no longer possible to secure Freon for
air conditioning systems. The available supply
is being used for war purposes.

You will, therefore, use methyl chloride when
the system is recharged. (See the Service Letter
of November 15, 1941.) Methyl chloride has
been in use for years for this purpose, and is
familiar to everyone who has worked on
refrigerators or air conditioning systems.
If an air conditioning system containing Freon
requires an additional charge, methyl chloride
can be added. The remaining Freon need not
be discarded. When the two gases are mixed
there will be a slight change in the pressures
shown on the gauges. The high pressure side
will show the Freon pressure and the low pres
sure side will indicate methyl chloride, whose
pressure is somewhat lower. The low pressure
side, however, should still be within the old
limit of 20 to 40 pounds.

When the instrument board oil gauge fails
to properly register the oil pressure, it IS a
simpie matter to locate the cause.
The sending unit on the side of the crankcase
contains a variable resistance. The resistance
is controlled by a flexible diaphragm in the
base of the unit. The movement of the dia
phragm is controlled by the oil pressure.
Variations in oil pressure, therefore, vary the
amount of current flowing through the sending
unit and vary the reading of the instrument
board oil gauge.
If the gauge shows no pressure, or abnor
mally low pressure, the trouble is most likely
to be in the sending unit. It can be checked by
turning on the ignition switch and grounding
the sending unit terminal against the crankcase.
If the gauge now shows maximum pressure the
trouble is in the sending unit.
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Do not use the Halide torch for checking
leaks when the system contains methyl chloride,
since this method was developed to indicate
Freon. Use a soap and water solution as de
scribed in the air conditioning instructions.
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Except as noted above the two refrigerants
are used in the same way and require the same
precautions in order to operate satisfactorily.
Leakage, moisture and dirt are the three enemies
of any system regardless of the refrigerant used.
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The sending unit cannot be repaired. In
some cases, however, the passage in the threaded
fitting becomes blocked with carbon or sludge.
This is evident on examination, and if the con
dition exists the passage can be cleaned out so
that the oil pressure will be able to act on the
diaphragm.
If the reading is low, even when the sending
unit is grounded, you should check the entire
circuit because a poor connection, or anything
which reduces the current flow will reduce the
gauge reading.
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OVERDRIVE SOLENOID
REPAIRS
In the April issue of the Service Counselor
we told you how to repair overdrive solenoids
by replacing the contact points, and gave you
the piece number of the point equipment (No.
382861 ).

We find that a number of service stations have
ignored this information. They are continuing
to order solenoid assemblies and have placed
no orders for contact points.
We will confine our solenoid shipments to
those points which have ordered a supply of
contacts.
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In some cases it may be found that the gauge
reading is high instead of low. This is due to
the fact that the gauge unit is not properly
grounded in the instrument case. You will see
in this diagram that part of the current grounds
at the gauge and the remainder at the sending
unit.

A poorly grounded gauge will increase the
Ilow of current through the circuit and cause a
high reading. The simplest correction is a
drop of solder on the back of the gauge so that
it will make a good contact with the instrument
case.

UN.DERSIZE CRANKSHAFT
BEARINGS
Owing to the shortage of replacement crank
shafts many service stations are making local
arrangements to have shafts reground and fitted
with undersize bearings.
We urge that this practice be followed when
ever possible, because we will not in the near
future be able to take care of crankshaft require
ments.
When the condition of the crankshaft permits
it should be ground .020" undersize, because
this is a standard dimension and the proper
bearings can more easily be obtained.

PERMANENT TYPE AN11-FREEZE
SOLUTIONS
From present indications the supply of per
manent type (ethylene glycol) anti-freeze solu
tions for next winter will be approximately the
same as last year.
It will be a great deal easier for you to obtain
your supply during the summer and early fall
than if you wait until cold weather. We suggest
that you "do your shopping early."

USED BODY FOR SALE
1800 Business Coupe, Scheme Niagara gray
color - upholstery good - condition good
except no windshield glasses. Write Geo.
Muehlhauser, W. Market and Decatur Sts.,
Sandusky, Ohio.
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In most cases the organization grinding
shaft will supply the bearings, but if they
not locally available we will assist you
supplying them in .020" undersize. We
not provi e them in otner miscellaneous' un
slzes.
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~AVAILABI:E

A number of these signs have been located
and are offered for sale by the manufacturer
at the original prices. Only signs with the
arrow pointing to the right are available. They
are 26 gauge steel signs 4 ft. x 8 ft. reinforced
with wood frame and finished in three colors.
When ordering, give imprint instructions.

FAN BELT RENEWAL
,

A fan belt should not be used to the point
where it fails on the road.

KARD

Before a belt reaches the point of breakage
it stretches and frays, and its condition is
obvious if ail inspection is made. If you point
out to a customer that the belt is reaching the
end of its useful life, he will prefer to have you
change it immediately rather than run the risk
of a failure.
Fan belt inspection is particulacly important
at the present time, because the crude rubber
which was formecly used is no longer obtain
able. Present belts will give reasonably satis
factory life, particularly for slow speed driving,
but the life will not equal that of the pre-war
belts.

Order from National Sign and Display, Inc.,
Kokomo, Indiana.
Prices are as follows:
$6.45, Plain; 6.95, Imprinted; 1.00, Single
Packing.

The front presents a very neat appearance.
Real showmanship has been used. A special
feature is the packing and shipping bench.
To the right is a very handy rack for tail pipes,
springs and other long parts. Bulk goods and
sheet metal parts received special attention in
this installation serving some 80 dealers.

NEW YORK-BRONX PPCP
Packard-New York is proud of its PPCP
installation in the Bronx Branch. A complete
repaint job goes along with the ' new parts
department and very pleasing results have been
obtained. Peter J. Nardo, service manager,
worked hard with Geo. Kloetzer, general
service manager, and this very attractive de
partment proves their efforts were justified.
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After obtaining such a result in their own parts
department the boys from Atlanta can do a real
job based on actual experience.

ATLANTA PPCP
Working on the theory that what you ask
others to do you should first do yourself, Pack
ard-Atlanta branch parts department steps right
up to the PPCP program. They have done an
exceptionally fine job as these views show.

SUGGESTIONS OR QUESTIONS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.
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